Puppy Birthday To You! (Paw Patrol) (Little Golden Book)
Synopsis

Can the puppies from Nickelodeon’s PAW Patrol throw Chase a surprise birthday party AND save Adventure Bay? This action-packed Little Golden Book is sure to thrill boys and girls ages 2 to 5.
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Customer Reviews

I purchased this for my son's fourth birthday and he loves reading it. Puppy Birthday to You is a Little Golden Book about the Paw Patrol team planning a surprise birthday party for Chase. The power goes out while they are trying to bake a cake and the pups go out to fix the problem. They discover that the windmill is broken so Marshall, Rocky, and Ryder set about fixing it so that it can spin and produce electricity. Chase directs traffic while the power is out and Skye, Zuma, Rubble, and Katie set up Chase's surprise party. The Paw Patrol saves the day by getting the power back on and still manage to surprise Chase for his birthday. My son enjoys showing us pictures in the book and telling us about his favorite characters and the things that they do. I love it when a book can get my little ones excited about reading!

I bought this for my 4 yr old son who has been watching Paw Patrol for quite awhile and is a huge
fan. Like with any Golden Book adaptation, the story is well done but simple enough for short attention spans, is well illustrated, and really makes the Paw Patrol characters shine. The story length is just right with nice vivid color illustration with the classic gold "Little Golden Books" binding. Another great hit in the Golden Book lineup of Paw Patrol books, and one that little ones will love to read over and over (which is already happening here!) Go Paw Patrol!

Puppy Birthday to You is such a cute story! This was a must have for my son’s Paw Patrol themed Birthday! He just turned 3 and is CRAZY about Paw Patrol! He wants to read this story every night. On the back of the book there are other Paw Patrol stories that he points to and says â€œ we need to get these stories too!â€•The quality of the book is just like any other Little Golden book! Well bound, cardboard cover with paper pages. At 3 years old, my son still tears things up when left in his bedroom unsupervised. For that reason we keep this book where he can’t get to it. As long as we continue to do so, I expect this book to last many years!

My son loves Paw Patrol and wanted to have a Paw Patrol birthday party for his 5th birthday. One of the ideas I found on Pinterest, was to have this book and have all the guests sign it. It was such a cute addition to the party. Guests were able to leave him birthday messages throughout the book and he loves reading the book and having me read him all the notes they left. For under $4, it was a great addition to the party and created a keepsake he will be able to cherish for years to come. The story itself is an adaptation of the Paw Patrol episode, "Pups Turn on the Lights" from Season 1. Just like in the episode, the pups are planning a surprise birthday party for Chase at Katie’s pet salon. During the preparations, one of the windmills has a blade break and the power goes out. The pups head out to the windmill and fix the broken blade, ensuring the power comes back on. Marshall brings Chase back to the salon just in time to celebrate his birthday! The book is written in simple language appropriate for 3-6 year olds. It’s a nice adaptation of the episode and my son really enjoys the story itself. The book is a quality Little Golden book with a thick cardboard cover and gold binding. The illustrations are a nice muted palette and are between cartoon illustrations and computer animation.

This Golden Book is excellent. It demonstrates to children the value of investigating the cause of things going wrong, preparedness, abiding by established rules and laws, helping one another, etc. all wrapped up in the Paw Patrol characters they love.
I can recite this book from memory. I read it every single night. To my 3 year old who is absolutely superhero obsessed. Spiderman is his favorite and if I tell him we can only read 1 or 2 books tonight, this one always makes the cut. Usually with the Iron Man book. It is age appropriate which is good. Lots of superhero stuff isn’t, so this is a relief. Nobody gets killed or beat up, Spidey just nabs “bad guys” with his webs.

My daughter is the typical girly girl who loves princesses, ballet, and everything girly but she loves spiderman! I thought it was a little silly that in the description it mentioned that this is great for boys, it’s a book. A children’s book about an awesome superhero, why the gender boundary? O well we love the story and ready this all the time.

This book is an introduction to the characters and STEM/physics concepts from the eponymous television series, and not a story. So if you’re looking for something with a plot, this won’t fit the bill. I gleaned that from reading the reviews, but I took a chance since my daughter loves Blaze. The book is pricier than most books from this publisher, but the binding and paper quality is better. Again, the book has no narrative, but it does present the STEM concepts within context of the action of the show and its character’s abilities. Given the lack of actual story, I wasn’t expecting this to be as popular as it is in our house, but my daughter has begged me to read this multiple times in succession during one story session. Since the book does explain concepts like mass, force, and trajectory in side bars, you can use the book to quiz your child, if you’re into that (we are). It’s not a book you would read for its fun-value, but it is surprisingly appealing to my preschooler, who loves Blaze and his friends. This is one of those books that reminds me how much the Pre-K set love repetition, and that what seems boring to an adult can still be immensely enjoyable for kids.